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ABSTRACT 
The objective of this project is to design and build a model of a batch process 
and model and simulate, and conduct a performance analysis using ARENA 
simulation tool. The scope of this project is to focus on a soap batch process that 
produces products of different flavours. It will involve mixing of different kinds of 
composition of chemicals to produce different flavour ofliquid soaps. Its aim is so that 
through the analysis, efficiency of the plant would be conducted; process time and also 
the queue time from one batch to another. Thus, not only will it be reliable, but its 
availability and efficiency may increase. This report focuses on these sections: 
Background Study, Problem Statement, Objectives and Scope, Literature Review, 
Methodology and results and discussion. The procedures taken include data gathering, 
model building, simulation and analysis. To improve the understanding of the ARENA 
simulation tool, further research needs to be done to familiarize with the use of the 
software. Besides that, studies on the principles and theories on how to simulate a 
model are crucial to achieve a working simulation. Once the analysis has been done, 
the results will be analyzed in a report form. 
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1.1 Background Study 
In USA and European countries, simulation has helped decision makers to 
make the best decisions in their company although many still do depend on their 
experiences and intuition. The advantage of a simulator is that they are able to 
provide users with the practical feedback while simulating an option. Designers 
and engineers have the ease of comparing the alternative designs without actually 
building the systems. Through this, a thorough study can be made. 
Another advantage of a simulation is the level of detail that can be obtained 
from it. Simulation is particularly advantageous when the complexity or 
operational variability of the systems under study renders the application of purely 
analytical models impossible [I, 2]. 
Simulation enables designers to study a problem of the simulated 
environment in a several levels of abstraction. By approaching a system in this 
manner, designers are able to understand the behaviors and interactions of the high 
level abstraction. Thus, it equips them to counteract with the complexity of the 
overall system and may then be able to verify and perform evaluation on the lower 
level components [3]. The system may be built on the "top-down" technique. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
Arising competitions and also globalization market economics have caused 
many companies to be advance in terms of their company's efficiency, production 
and also the technology. There has always been a pressure of producing products 
which are good in quality, yet less in production cost. Adding with the recent 
increase of the fuel price globally, the value of products and cost of living has 
increased dramatically. Thus, this adds on more pressures and also challenges for 
companies to overcome. It is not only time consuming but also costly to explore the 
various ideas and projects for the best solution. Simulation has been the next best 
option to identify the means to improve the companies' need. 
1.3 Objectives 
The objectives of the project are: 
• To design and build a model of a batch process 
• To model and simulate, and conduct a performance analysis 
1.4 Scope of Study 
The scope of this project is to focus on a formation of soap batch process. It 
will involve mixing of different kinds of composition of chemicals to produce 
different flavours or scented liquid soaps. Its aim is so that through the analysis, 
efficiency of the plant would be conducted; process time and units produced per 
day. Thus, not only will it be reliable, but its availability and efficiency may 
increase. This feasibility of this project is that it can be done within the period of I 





There are many kinds of Simulation tools available for example Arena, 
AutoMod, ProModel and Simul8. Research has covered other Companies using 
Arena and applying it in their own research and project. The purpose of this 
research is to see how wide companies have used the application of Arena which 
has so much to offer on different kinds of systems and also the different kinds of 
editions for Arena itself. 
2.2 Simulation Language for Manufacturing System 
A case study has been done by Silva, Ramos and Vilarinho [4] about using 
Arena simulation for manufacturing of chest freezers reengineering. The study was 
required to increase its throughput and overall productivity to determine its 
limitations and problems. The relevant performance measures allowed them to 
identifY a set of operational constraints to the manufacturing system performance. 
First of all, the authors studied the process of manufacturing the chest freezers and 
the area of the manufacturing site. It was found that between the pre-drying and the 
post-drying department, the post-drying area was underused and changes were 
needed. One could easily use an analytical technique for balancing the assembly 
line in the post-drying department, but the operational variability induced to the 
manufacturing system, as a whole, by the operations performed in the pre-drying 
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department, renders the optimization of the manufacturing system performance 
impossible to achieve by analytical techniques [ 4]. 
Authors were able to collect large amounts of historical data related to the 
processing times involved in the manufacturing process. This allowed fittings of 
proper distributions of data. Thus, the distributions and its parameters were selected 
using the Arena's software module Input Analyzer [5]. After simulation was done 
and the results were obtained, the authors were able to suggest modifications. With 
the changes done, manufacturing system operation would be smoother and the 
workloads in both departments are evenly distributed. 
Another research was found, presented by John Moore with the title, 
Production Line Simulation- A valuable tool for Process Improvement [6]. 
Roeslein & Associates, Incorporation wanted to design engineering solutions for 
their Metal Container Manufacturing, Beer & Beverage Filling and Food 
Packaging. Their aim was to control the quality of their products and also its 
consistency. The company's goal was to profit ideally by knowing the outcome 
before someone else does and realistically have proper investments of time and 
money. 
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The author explains that in the production improvement cycle, there are 4 
main stages. The cycle is as shown below: 
Figure 1: Production Improvement Cycle, [ 6] 
Exact data's of the real environment were needed to simulate the model. 
The typical data that were collected were the up time(%), down time (%), rated 
speed, mechanical observations, data analysis and more. The analysis' scope was to 
develop What-Ifmodels and also validate the base case against the production with 
additional line observation. The What-If scenarios were developed for the layout 
constraints of the process, bottleneck issues, unbalanced line controls, improper 
procedures and for customer requests for a revised layout. 
Rockwell Arena Modeling Software, Packaging Edition was used and it 
uses Simon language-based application to model process flow systems. Both 
discrete events and continuous process were involved and the simulation lasted for 
1 to 2 days which was equal to 30 days of production in reality. The author quotes 
that long-term analysis can identify subtle but large causes of efficiency [6]. Indeed 
Moore agrees that line simulation identifies the current and maximum throughput 
potential, equipment layout advantages and constraints, line control constrains, and 
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also the equipment's capabilities. Simulation reduces risk and cost and it is a low 
cost way to predict measurable changes to the process line [ 6]. 
2.3 Modeling using ARENA 
There are many kinds of editions for Arena suite of products for the purpose 
of modeling, simulation, and optimization highlighting product architecture and 
technology features. For this project, I would be using the Arena Professional 
Edition. From the article about the Arena product family written by Bapat, [7] it 
writes that Arena Professional Edition enhances Arena Standard Edition (Arena 
SE) with the capability to craft custom simulation objects that mirror components 
of the real system. The Arena template has a whole collection of modules that 
provides general features for modeling all types of applications like resources, 
queuing, process logic and system data. It is proven that Arena effectively models 
combined discrete/continuous system, for example chemical production through its 
built-in continuous modeling capabilities. Its SIMAN simulation language provides 
a powerful foundation for modeling complex systems and a fast simulation engine 
for efficient analysis of design alternatives. Simulation models have the flexibility 
to be created from "top-down" adding detail at a lower level of hierarchy as a 
project progresses or bottom up by combining individual submodels into a 
complete system model. 
Control logic and MES software implementations in the Arena allows the 
user to slow down the simulation model to run in a real time to provide human 
timescale system responses. Thus, it makes it possible to test a wide variety of 
scenarios that would otherwise take an excessively long time to accomplish when 
working with the real system [7]. Thus, it is proven that Rockwell Software 
customers uses Arena PE do exploit simulation more effectively because they can 
build complete, self-contained templates and deliver it to others in the enterprise. 
Model construction can be made to match closely elements of the real system not 
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only terminologically but also in the important aspects of model logic, collection of 
performance measures, and animation. Indeed Rockwell Software has continually 
risen up and lead in providing cutting-edge tools to address the changing 
environment in a simulation use. 
2.4 Simulation Language for Processes with continuous and discrete systems 
According to the report by Marcelo, Luiz and Daniel [8], it is proven that 
Arena is able to simulate processes which combine continuous and discrete 
simulation components. They have built a simulation model of the logistics of the 
San Lorenzo refinery of PETROBRAS ENERGIA (Argentina) using refinery 
templates in Arena. Templates allows user to pack an important amount of logic, 
animation and data in a single object which is transparent to the user [8]. Using 
refinery template allows an organization to successfully model very complex 
refinery process and logistics. Also, the model is user friendly where people with 
just a basic training in simulation can use and modify the process definition, 
operation logic and test different plant configurations. Thus reduce the time needed 
to build a model. 
Arena can also simulate for high-speed combined continuous and discrete 
food industry manufacturing processes. In the report by A.M. Huda and C. A Chung 
[9], the transformation of a product from a fluid state into distinct packages 
requires systems that are modeled both continuously and discretely with respect to 
time. Certain systems which are more complex requires continuous event or 
combined discrete and continuous event simulation to develop valid models [9]. 
Indeed food processing industry is unique where the system must first be modeled 
with a continuous event approach and then later with a discrete event approach. For 
a combine system, the continuous variable must be carefully designed to maintain a 
balance between continuous and discrete part because the continuous variable is 
monitored as it passes a threshold value which in may trigger a discrete change. 
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The state of a system changes with time for a continuous model. This 
change is represented by a state equation which is affected by the changing of the 
derivative of the state system. We need to be aware that the integration process to 
solve the differential equations in the continuous component can present problems 
when the time advance involved is not carefully specified. It should not be too 
large as it may result in a negative state variable value. Another issue arises is how 
combined models (continuous and discrete) affects one another. Pritsker states that 
this can occur in three ways [ 10]. First way is that a continuous state variable 
achieving a threshold value may cause a discrete event to occur. Then, a discrete 
event can affect the value of a continuous state variable. Next, the relationship 
governing a continuous state variable can be changed at a particular time due to the 
discrete event [9]. 
During simulation especially for a combined system, the selection of 
experimental factors is vital. It becomes more complicated because the analyst has 
a choice to select continuous related factors, discrete related factors or both types. 
The authors concluded that modelers for a combined system should expect to 
encounter unique data collection- continuous to continuous component, continuous 
to discrete component, discrete to continuous component, and factor selection 
modeling and analysis issues [9]. 
2.5 Simulation Language for Batch Process 
According to the report by M. Fritz, A. Liefeldt and S. Engell with the title 
"Recipe-driven batch process: Event handling in Hybrid System Simulation", 
recipe-driven chemical processes can be simulated both in the continuous and in 
the discrete-event domain with its own specific advantages and limitations. The 
report was based on the simulation done by Batch Simulation Package software 
package (BASIP). Discrete batches of material are transformed in a series of steps 
of finite duration which is also known as a batch mode. A recipe is usually defined 
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by a sequential function chart that consists of steps and transitions with 
concurrency [ 11]. 
2.6 Ways to produce Soap 
There are 2 types of ways to produce soap. The first system starts from raw 
materials which involve oil or tallow and soda. The whole process may include the 
saponification plant, the dryer vacuum plant and also the soap finishing line. The 
other system would be the finishing lines starting from soap noodles (pellets). Soap 
finishing is the transformation of soap noodles into formulated stamped soap bars 
[12]. The process of soap finishing includes pre-refining, mixing, refining and 
extrusion, stamping and packaging. In this project, it will be similar to the second 




3.1 Schematic flow process of the project: 
Gather 
information 
Set the objective 




Build the model 
and run it 
Analyze the 
results achieved 
Figure 2: Flow process of project 
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First of all, more information about the Rockwell Arena Simulation Tool is 
needed to start of the project. Besides that, understanding the general principles of 
running a simulation are required to be aware of the functions and also the different 
kinds of simulation environments (for example: discrete-event simulation). Then, 
determine the objective of the project. 
Then, datas are gathered to learn how to simulate batch processes using ARENA 
software. When the data has been collected, it is important to understand the 
process flow of the simulation. With the basic knowledge of the simulation 
software, it would be easier to apply and build the model. Exact settings and data's 
are needed to obtain the results which are reasonable with the real model. After 
running the simulation, the results should be analyzed to better understand the 
behavior and problems occurred. Thus, suggestions could be made. 
11 
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When the button "Run" is pressed, then the simulation will start. It will read 
the excel file which contains the order of the soap from the customers. The details 
will be discussed further in the result section of this report. Then the products to 
prepare the soap will enter the mixer tank. When the mixing is done, it will be sent 
to the filler tank to be filled up into bottles, capped, labeled and then stored in 
boxes and to the factory. 
Whenever the filler tank is empty, it will start cleaning the tank using the 
cleaning agent. Other than that, when the mixing has been completed and the next 
order (flavour) in queue is not the same flavour as the previous one, it will clean 
the tank. This is to avoid any contamination of different flavours. 
3.3 Basic skills of ARENA software building and simulation model 
There are a few simulation concepts in the Arena that we need to 
understand first. Modules are the flowchart and data objects that define the process 
to be simulated. All information required to simulate a process is stored in 
modules. Entities represent the objects moving through the system. Each entity has 
its own characteristics, referred to as attributes. The purpose of a queue is to 
provide a waiting space for entities whose movement through the model has been 
suspended due to the system status (e.g. busy). There are 2 types of queues used by 
Arena. Individual queues have a symbolic name, a ranking rule and a specific 
capacity. Internal queues provide a basic first-in, first-out container for entities at a 
particular activity (module), but do not provide animation, statistics or ranking 
mechanisms. 
Resources are stationary elements of a system that can be allocated to 
entities. They have a specified capacity at any point in time and a set of states (e.g. 
busy, idle, inactive) that they transition between during a simulation run. Resources 
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may be represented as people, machines or even space in a storage area. Storages 
are a second type of passive construct for containing entities. An entity may 
undergo a series of activities while in a storage, however must explicitly specify its 
departure from the storage. The movement of entities through a series of processes 
or activities may be captured in a single table called a sequence, which defines the 
series of stations to be visited by the entity. A sequence contains an ordered set of 
steps, each defining a station to be visited and, optionally, data to be used when the 
entity performs the activity at the sequence step. 
Conveyors are devices that move entities from one station to another in a 
single direction. Transporters on the other hand are a type of device that moves 
entities through the system. They can be represented as fork trucks or delivery 
vehicles. Information such as the transporter's speed and travel distances between 
stations are required. 
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3.4 From the Example in Arena Simulation Tool 
The figure below shows the example of the super soap batch process. There 
are 3 kinds of fluids, water, active and fragrance which will be mixed inside the 
mixer tank. Super Soap produces 4 types of scented liquid soap-Apple, Lemon, 
Peach and Strawberry. The filler and mixer are cleaned in between orders of 
different products. The filler is required to fill the bottles and then it' ll be capped 
and packed into boxes. 
' Super Soap Simulation Onlon('...,..IM· 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Experimentation/Modelling 
For this project, it will be a modified version of the example found in the 
ARENA simulation software. The design of the Soap Batch process plant will also 
produce 4 flavours or scented liquid soaps- Apple, Lemon, Peach and Strawberry. 
However, the orders of the different kinds of soap will be as scheduled in an Excel 
file where customers can determine the orders. The example is as shown in Table I 
and it will be simulated for a day's production. 
Table 1: Customer's Order 
Flavour BottleSize Boxes (Liters) 
Apple 1.18 877 
Lemon 1.18 837 
Strawberry 1.18 940 
Peach 1.18 907 
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So far, all the logics and block diagrams have been created. This includes 
mixing and batch logic, filler animation, filler logic, labeler logic, labeler 
animation, capper logic and also the packing logic. The Visual basic codes (VBA) 
will be shown in the Appendices. 
4.1.1 Submodels 
+ Filler Animation 
I+ Labeler Logic I I + Labeler Animation I 
+ Filler Logic I + Mixing and Batch Logic I I+ Capper Logi9 I• Packing Logic I 
Figure 5: Submodels 
Figure 5 shows the submodels that are required to build the simulation. The 
different processes that are involved are the filler tank which fills the soap into 
bottles, labeler of the bottles, mixing and hatching of the soap, putting on caps on 
individual bottles of and also the packing of the soap into its boxes. 
4.1.2 Mu:ing and Batch Logic 
r.::::=-1 r(c" """"· :.•.·. ~H vsA f Jj ;;,;., Oi(j,;i· ~, , Au!hortiallon 
.. "~ - - ' ! . -· 
Figure 6: Mixing and Batch Logic 
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Figure 7: Mixing and Batch Logic 
Figure 8: Mixing and Batch Logic 
As shown in Figure 6, 7 and 8, the logic shows that the orders from the 
Excel file will be inputted into the program in Arena It seizes the order and then 
enters to the logic where the mixing is done. If the mixing has been completed, the 
mixer will be cleaned first before the next batch of liquid soap for a different 
flavour is mixed. If the flavour is still the same, the cleaning process will not be 
done. 
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4.1.3 Filler Animation 
I._L____n r ~~ -~ 1 ....... , ' .... ..,. '_:=! 
I 
Figure 9: Filler Animation Logic 
In Figure 9, the block logic is required to change the picture of the 
animation for filler tank depending on the different situations. 
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4.1. 4 Filler Logic 
~ ~~-, ~ ·-~ -
-CHilL- = 1:::.L___~ ·-=·= 
'-
_____________ .. _ .. _r __ ,_-_ .._'____, ~c::~ ~. 
•( -
Figure 10: Filler Logic 
Figure 10 shows how the filler tank works. It fills up the soap from the tank 
into empty bottles. When the filler is filled with a different kind of flavour of soap, 
the cleaning process will take place to avoid any contamination of :flavours. After 
the filling process, the bottles of soap will be send to the capper station where it 
will be capped.s 
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4. 2. 5 Capper Logic 
Figure 11 : Capper Logic 
The capper logic as shown in Figure 11 is to ensure that the bottles will be 
capped and then send to the labeler for labeling. 
4.1. 6 Labeler Logic 
II LabelerStatton To Packing 
Figure 12: Labeler Logic 
The 1abeler logic in Figure 12 ensures that the bottles are labeled according 
to the correct flavour then it is send to the packing station to be packed into boxes. 
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Tolabeler 
4.1. 7 Labeler Animation 
Figure 13: Labeler Animation Logic 
Figure 13 of the labeler animation is to ensure that the picture of the labeler 
animation changes according to the different situation. 
4.1.8 Packing logic 
(' r· .. - L ... ., ,. .. r .___. Bole PltMe 
I 
Seal !lox 
• PallallzerStabon ,____ ...... { Dispose Box 
Figure 14: Packing Logic 
To Patletlzer 
The packing logic as shown in Figure 14 is to make sure that the bottles will 
be packed into boxes, sealed and then send to the palletizer where the boxes will be 
stored and then delivered to customers. 
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4.1. 9 Full Animation 
ol 
Figure 15: Full animation 
The full animation is as shown in Figure 15. Each flavours that enter the 
mixer tank, different colors has been assigned to them - Apple (Green), 
Peach( Orange), Strawberry (Pink), Lemon(Y ellow). 
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4.2 Simulation Results 
After simulating the process to run for a day which is 1440 minutes, the 
results will report on the entities (bottles), process time (seal boxes), queue time, 
resources (tanks and stations) and tanks. 
4. 2 .I Entity 
Entity in this case is referring to the bottles that are transferred within the 
process when the simulation is running. The results are shown in Table 2. The 
waiting time is 2.2 minutes for a bottle where there is a delay at a process also 
known as a queue. The transfer time to refill the bottle on the conveyor is S.S2 
minutes. Value added time is the accumulated time when an entity incurs a delay at 
a value added process which is 0.43 minutes. The number of bottles entering the 
process to be filled when the simulation is running is 46202 bottles and the 46176 
bottles exiting the system. 
Table 2: Entity Results 
Minutes 
Waiting Time 2.2 
Transfer Time (Refill Bottle) 5.52 
Value Added Time 0.43 
Value 
Refill Bottle (Number in) 46202 
Refill Bottle (Number out) 46176 
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4.2.2 Process 
The process in this case is the sealing of boxes when the simulation is 
running. Each box contains 12 bottles and after that, the sealed box will be sent for 
storage. As shown in Table 3, the average total time per box is 0.03 minutes while 
the accumulated total time for the process is 118.4 minutes on average. 
Table 3: Process Time 
Average (Minutes) 
Total Time per Entity O.G3 
Accumulated Total Time 118.4 
Value 
Number Out 3552 
Number In 3552 
4.2.3 Queues 
The queue time for the simulation is as shown below in Table 4. For the 
bottles to be packed into boxes, the queue is 0.18 minutes. For the process to read 
the order list, it takes 92.93 minutes and to wait until the order is completed at the 
filler tank, it takes 0.5 minutes. The queue for the order to be completed is 3.4 
minutes. In Figure 16, the queue time is similar except for seize order 
authorization. queue that spiked up to 92.93minutes. 
Number waiting column is the section where it reports the number of 
entities waiting in each queue. The number of bottles waiting in line to be packed is 
5.43 and the seize order queue is 1.84. For the wait until order has completed, it has 
0.06 in queue. As shown in Figure 16, the number waiting in queue are almost 
similar. 
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Table 4: Queue Time 
All Ingredients Added. Queue 
Pack Into Box. Queue 
Seal Bex.Queue 
Seize Capper2.Queue 
Seize Filler2Tank Regulator. Queue 
Seize OrderAuthorization.Queue 
Wait Until Order Completed Filler. Queue 
































1 2 3 4 5 
Q.leueType 
Figure 16: Queue Time 
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6 7 8 
4.2.4 Resources 
In this section, the resources refer to the stations and machines. The results 
are as shown in Table 5. Instantaneous utilization reports the statistics on the 
resource's utilization at any instant time. Thus, 0.49 means that it was busy for 
49% of the time during the simulation; 1.00 means 100% and 0.08 means 8% of the 
time during the simulation. Number busy column reports the number of busy 
resource units which is similar to instantaneous utilization. Number scheduled 
section reports the number of scheduled resource units which is I 00% for all three 
sections. Number seized at the capper station would be 42639 bottles (as mentioned 
earlier), 27 orders read and 3552 boxes packed. Scheduled utilization reports the 
cumulative average utilization over the time period that the resource was actually 
scheduled in the system. 
Table 5: Resources Results 
Inst Uti! NomBosy Nom Scbed Nom Seized Scbed Util 
Capper2 0.49 0.49 1.00 42639.00 0.49 
Order Authoriz 1.00 1.00 1.00 27.00 1.00 
Packing 0.08 0.08 1.00 3552.00 0.08 
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4.2.5 Tanks 
The tank level results are shown in Table 6. The average level for the filler 
tank is 92.04 and the total quantity added into the tank is 51606.64 and quantity 
removed is 51506.64. The average level for the mixing tank is 211.42 and the total 
quantity added into the tank is 57310.48 and quantity removed is 57306.64. 
Table 6: Tank Level 
Level Total Quantity Added Total Quantity Removed 
Filler2Tank 92.o4 51606.64 51506.64 
Mixing Tank 211.42 57310.48 57306.64 
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4.3 More Simulation Results 
In this section, 3 more simulation results will be shown to compare the 
results with the first simulation results. 
4. 3.1 One flavour and lesser liters 
The flavour that is chosen for this simulation is Apple with 0. 708 liters per 
bottle. The results are similar for the queue time and resource results. The only 
difference would be the entity, processes and tank results. In Table 7, the entity for 
number in and number out has increased from the first results which are 46202 and 
46176 each. As shown in Table 8, the total time per entity and accumulated total 
time are similar. The number of boxes in and out of the system however are 3581 
each. The tank level for total quantity added and removed has reduced. The results 
are as shown in Table 9. 
Table 7: Entity results 
Minutes 
Waiting Time 2.2 
Transfer Time (Refill Bottle) 5.52 
Value Added Time 0.43 
Value 
Refill Bottle (Number in) 46202 
Refill Bottle (Number out) 46176 
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Table 8: Process Time 
Average (Minutes) 
Total Time per Entity 003 
Accumulated Total Time 118.4 
Value 
Number Out 3581 
Number In 3581 
Table 9: Tank Level 
Level Total Quantity Added Total Quantity Removed 
Filler2Tank 96.03 30539.04 30439.04 
Mixing Tank 225.53 30619.58 30539.04 
4. 3. 2 Customer's orders are reduced by 25% 
The customer's orders are reduced by 25% of the original data as shown in 
Table 1. The liters per bottle are reduced to 0.708 liters. After simulating the 
orders, it is shown in Table 10 and 11 that the number of bottles and boxes 
produced has decreased. In Table 12, the resources are not as busy. Besides that, in 
Table 13 it shows that the tank level has also decreased. However, for the queue 
time, it is similar and there are not many changes. 
Table 10: Entity results 
Minutes 
Waiting Time 2.2 
Transfer Time (Refill Bottle) 5.52 
Value Added Time 0.43 
Value 
Refill Bottle (Number in) 41618 
Refill Bottle (Number out) 41613 
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Table 11: Process Time 
Average (Minutes) 
Total Time per Entity 0.03 
Accumulated Total Time 106.70 
Value 
Number Out 3201 
Number In 3201 
Table 12: Resources Results 
Inst Util NumBusy Num Sched Num Seized Sched Util 
Capper2 0.44 0.44 1.00 38412 0.44 
OrderAuthoriz 0.90 0.90 1.00 24 0.90 
Packing 0.07 0.07 1.00 3201 0.07 
Table 13: Tank Level 
Level Total Quantity Added Total Quantity Removed 
Filler2Tank 84.37 28995.70 28995.70 
Mixing Tank 193.29 36195.70 36195.70 
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4.3.2 Customer's orders are reduced by 50% 
In the last simulation, the customer's orders are reduced by 50% from the 
orders shown in Table 1. The liters per bottle are now 0. 708 liters. As shown in 
Table 14 and 15, the number of boxes and bottles produced has decreased by half. 
In Table 16, it shows that the resources are not as busy. Besides that, the tank level 
as shown in Table 17 shows that it decreased by half. However, for the queue time, 
it is similar and there are not many changes. 
Table 14: Entity results 
Minutes 
Waiting Time 2.2 
Transfer Time (Refill Bottle) 5.52 
Value Added Time 0.43 
Value 
Refill Bottle (Number in) 23106 
Refill Bottle (Number out) 23101 
Table 15: Process Time 
Average (Minutes) 
Total Time per Entity o.m 
Accumulated Total Time 59.23 
Value 
Number Out 1777 
Number In 1777 
Table 16: Resources Results 
lost Uti! NumBusy NumScbed Num Seized Scbed Uti! 
Capper2 0.25 0.25 1.00 21324 0.25 
OrderAuthoriz 0.50 0.50 1.00 16 0.50 
Packing 0.04 0.04 1.00 1777 0.04 
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Table 17: Tank Level 
Level Total Quantity Added Total Quantity Removed 
Filler2Tank 46.52 16397.39 16397.39 
Mixing Tank 108.06 21597.39 21597.39 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
5.1 Conclusion 
As a conclusion, if the simulation is done for only one flavour of soap and 
when the liters per bottle decreases, there will be more boxes and bottles in 
production. When the orders and the liters per bottles are reduced, the production 
of boxes and bottles will decrease too. Other than that, the resources 
(machines/stations) will not be as busy. 
Indeed it is challenging to be able to simulate a batch process from a plant. 
From this study, companies will be able to work more efficiently and effectively 
through simulation software similar to ARENA. 
5.2 Recommendation 
There are a few recommendations that can be made. One of them would be 
to conduct further studies on similar and more complicated batch processes for 
example the food processing industry. The second recommendations would be to 
explore the continuous processes like the natural gas and petroleum industry. 
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Private Sub cmdAddOrder _ ClickO 
funAddOrder.Show vbnonmodal 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdDeleteOrder _Click() 
With ActiveModel.SIMAN 
.QueueRemoveEntity .QueueEntityLocationAtRank(lstOrderslnQueue.Listlndex + 1, .SymboiNumber("Seize 




cmdDeleteOrder.Enabled = False 
End Sub 
Private Sub lstOrderslnQueue _Click() 
If (lstOrderslnQueue.ListCount > 0) Then 
cmdDeleteOrder.Enabled = True 
Endlf 
End Sub 
Private Sub ModelLogic _ DocumentOpen() 
Call ClearControls 
End Sub 
Private Sub ModelLogic _ RunBeginSimulation() 
'chkGenerateRandomOrders.Enabled =False 
Set ISIMAN = ThisDocument.Model.SIMAN 
'Open Excel spreadsheet to read values from 
Set oExcelApp = CreateObject("Excel.Application") 
oExcelApp. Visible = True 
Set oWorkbook = oExcelApp.Workbooks.Open("Soapy.xls") 
Set a WorkSheet= oWorkbook.ActiveSheet 
Set oExcelAppRange = o WorkSheet Range(" A2:B2:C2") 
g_Flavour = ISIMAN.SymbolNumber("attrOrderProductType") 
g_BottleSize = ISIMAN.SymbolNumber("attrOrderBottleSize") 
g_Boxes = ISIMAN.Symbo!Number("attrOrderNumberOfBoxes") 
End Sub 
Private Sub ModelLogic _ RunEnd() 
Call ClearControls 
End Sub 
Private Sub VBA_ Block_l2_Fire() 
If (lstOrderslnQueue.ListCount = 0) And (lblOrderlnProcess. Caption= "") Then 
lblAddMessage.Caption = "Click the Add button to simulate an order." 
End if 
End Sub 
Private Sub VBA _Block _13 _Fire() 
lblAddM.essage.Caption = "" 
End Sub 
Private Sub VBA_Block_l5_Fire() 
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Dim i As Integer 
If ( chk.GenerateRandomOrders. value "" True) Then 
'Generate random orders 





Private Sub GenerateRandomOrderQ 
Dim lligEntityNumber As Long 
Dim intFragrance As Integer 
Dim dblBottleSize As Double 
Dim intNumberOfBoxes As Integer 
With ActiveModel.SIMAN 
lngEntityN umber= .EntityCreate 
intFragrance ~ Int(.SampleUniform(l, 4.9999, 10)) 
.EntityAttribute(lngEntityNumber, .SymbolNumbet("attJ{)rderProductType")) ~ intPragrance 
dblBottleSize ~ .SampleUniform(O, I, 10) 
If ( dblBottleSize <= 0.5) Then 
dblBottleSize = 0.708 
Else 
dblBottleSize = 1.18 
Endlf 
.EntityAttribute(lngEntityNumber, .SymbolNumber("attrOrderBottleSize")) = dblBottleSize 
lngNumberOffioxe' ~ Int(.SampleUnifonn(10, 30, 10)) 
.EntityAttribute(lngEntityNumber, .SymbolNumber("attrOrderNumberOfBoxes")) = lngNumberOfBoxes 
.EntitySendToBlockLabellngEntityNumber, 0, "StartOrder" 
End With 
End Sub 
Private Sub VBA_Block_ 4_Fire() 
'Remove from "In Queue" List 
lstOrdersinQueue.Removeltem 0 
End Sub 
Private Sub VBA _Block _18 _Fire{) 
'Set "Order In Process" Fields 
Dim intProductType As Long 
Dim strProductType As String 
Dim strBottleSize As String 
Dim strNumberBoxes As String 
With ActiveModel.SIMAN 
intProductType = . Variable V alue(.SymbolNumber("varOrderProductType.Filler"), 0, 0) 




strProductType = "Lemon" 
Case3 





strBottleSize = .VariableValue(.SymboJNumber("varOrderBottleSize.Filler"), 0, 0) & "Liters" 
strNumberBoxes = .VariableValue(.SymbolNumber("varOrderNumberOfBoxes.Filler"), 0, 0) & "Boxes" 




Private Sub VBA_Block_2l_Fire() 
'Set "Order In Process Mixer" Fields 
Dim intProductType As Long 
Dim strProductType As String 
Dim strBottleSize As String 
Dim strNumberBoxes As String 
With ActiveModel.SIMAN 
intProductType =. VariableValue(.SymboJNumber("varOrderProductType.Mixer"), 0, 0) 
Select Case intProductType 
Case 1 
strProductType = "Apple" 
Case2 
strProductType = "Lemon" 
Case3 
strProductType = "Peach" 
Case4 
strProductType = "Strawberry" 
End Select 
strBottleSize = .VariableValue(.SymbolNumber("varOrderBottleSize.Mixer"), 0, 0) & "Liters" 
strNumberBoxes = .VariableValue(.SymboiNumber("varOrderNumberOfBoxes.Mixer"), 0, 0) & "Boxes" 
lblOrderinProcessMixer.Caption = strProductType & "," & strBottleSize & "," & strNumberBoxes 




Private Sub VBA _Block_ 22 _Fire() 
lblOrderlnProcessMixer.Caption = "" 
End Sub 
Private Sub VBA_Block_5_Fire() 
Dim strDateTime As String 
Dim dblCurrentTime As Double 
With ActiveModel.SIMAN 
'Add the order to the "Orders Completed" list 
dblCurrentTime = .RunCWTentTime 
strDateTirne ~ .CalendarDayO!Montb(dblCurrentTime) & "!" & .CalendarMonth(dblCurrentTime) & "/" & 
. Calendar¥ ear( dblCurrentTirne) 
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strDateTime = strDateTime & "" & .CalendarHour(dblCurrentTime) & ":" & .CalendarMinute(dblCurrentTime) & ":" & 
. CalendarSecond( dblCurrentTime) 
lstOrdersCompleted.Add!tem strDateTime & " " & lblOrderinProcess.Caption 
'Clear the "Order In Process" label 
lblOrderlnProcess.Caption = "'' 
lblOrderCompletedPercentage.Caption = "" 
End With 
End Sub 
Private Sub VBA _Block _7 _Fire() 
Dim intProductType As Long 
Dim strProductType As String 
With ActiveModel.SIMAN 
'Add the order to the 110rders In Queue" list 
intProductType = .AttributeValue(.ActiveEntity, .SymbolNumber("attrOrderProductType"), 0, 0) 
Select Case intProductType 
Case 1 
strProductType = "Apple" 
Case2 
strProductType = "Lemon" 
Case3 
strProductType = "Peach" 
Case4 
strProductType = "Strawberry" 
End Select 
lstOrderslnQueue.Addltem strProductType & "," & .AttributeValue(.ActiveEntity, 
.SymbolNumber("attrOrderBottleSize"), 0, 0) & "Liters," & .AttributeValue(.ActiveEntity, 
.SymboiNumber("attrOrderNumberOfBoxes"), 0, 0) & " Boxes" 
End With 
End Sub 
Private Sub ClearControlsQ 
lblOrderlnProcess.Caption = "" 





lblOrderCompletedPercentage.Caption = "" 
lblAddMessage.Caption = "" 
lblAddMessage.Enabled = True 
lblAddMessage.BackColor ~ RGB(242, 242, 242) 
chk.GenerateRandomOrders.Enabled =False 
chk.GenerateRandomOrders.BackColor = RGB(242, 242, 242) 
lblOrderlnProcessMixer.FontSize = 10 
End Sub 
Private Sub VBA _Block_ 8 _Fire() 
Call UpdateOrderCompletedPercentage 
End Sub 
Private Sub UpdateOrdezCornpletedP<:rcentage() 
Dim lngOrderSize As Long 
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Dim lngOrdersCompleted As Long 
lngOrderSize = 
ActiveModetSIMAN. Variable Value( ActiveModel.SIMAN.SymbolNumber("varOrderNumberOfBoxes.Filler"), 0, 0) 
lngOrdersCompleted = ActiveModel.SIMAN. Variable Value(ActiveModel.SIMAN.SymbolNumber("varBoxesPacked"), 0, 
0) 
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Average Half Width Value Value 
1.9999 (Insufficient) 0.00 2.0000 
30.0413 0.141582461 0.00 37.0000 
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er Entity 
'er Entity Minimum Maximum 
A.verage Ha~Width Value Value 
0.03333333 (Correlated) 0.03333333 0.03333333 
Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
Per Enttty 
0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
Minimum Maximum 
Average Hall Width Value Value 
' Per Entity 
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me Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
nts Added. Queue 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
ox. Queue 0.1833 (Correlated) 0.00 0.3667 
ueue 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
'er2.Queue 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
2Tank 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0.00 0.00000000 
lueue 
rAuthorization.Queue 92.9304 (Insufficient) 0.00 282.44 
>rder Completed 0.5000 (Insufficient) 0.5000 0.5000 
e 
>rder 3.3973 (Insufficient) 3.3249 5.2081 
Queue 
ilaiting Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
-----
nts Added.Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 3.0000 
ox. Queue 5.4270 0.031831601 0.00 12.0000 
ueue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
•er2.Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
2Tank 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0.00 1.0000 
lueue 
rAuthorization.Queue 1.8380 (Insufficient) 0.00 6.0000 
>rder Completed 0.00451389 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
e 
>rder 0.06133998 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
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'ous Utilization Mfnimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
!Source 0.4935 0.002669433 0.00 1.0000 
rization 0.9992 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
source 0.08222222 0.000495347 0.00 1.0000 
usy Minimum Maximum 
Average Ha~Width Value Value 
---~--!source 0.4935 0.002669433 0.00 1.0000 
rization 0.9992 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
source 0.08222222 0.000495347 0.00 1.0000 
cheduled Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
~source 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
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3ottle 
0 Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
~~·-----
ansfer Time 5.5167 (Correlated) 5.5167 5.5167 
fait Time 2.2000 0.000000000 2.2000 2.2000 
Jtal Time 1.0167 0.000000000 1.0167 1.0167 
0. Time 0.4333 (Correlated) 0.4333 0.4333 
therTime 0.2000 (Correlated) 0.2000 0.2000 
VA Time 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
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--·------· 
umber In 46,202 
umber Out 46,176 
liP 30.0413 0.141582461 0.00 37.0000 
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Average 
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Average 
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~ Average Half\/Vidth Minimum Maximum _.;_.c..;~"'---------------·-··----··------·-----·-·----------------
'aiting Time 0 0.000000000 0 0 
lr Average Half\/Vidtt1 Minimum Maximum 
-----·-- ------------
Jmber Waiting 0 (Insufficient) 0 0 
Capper2.Queue 
' Average Half Width 
--·------------.:..:.:.::=c__ __ _.:..c:.c..:.-c:=_:_ Minimum Maximum 
'ailing Time 0 0.000000000 0 0 
--~A~v~e~rn~g~e ______ ~H~alfWia~th~----~M~in~im~u~m~---~M:~a~xi~m~u~m 
Jmber Waiting 0 (Insufficient) 0 0 
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__________ Queues 
lap Batch Process Replications 1 
Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 
-:----,,----------- -------------- -------
ltion 1 Time Units: Minutes 1,440.00 
Filler2Tank Regulator. Queue 
Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
ailing Time 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0 0.00000000 
:!._~-------------~· Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Jmber Waiting 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0 1.0000 
OrderAuthorization.Queue 
; Average Half Width Minimum ___ Mc:_a::,::xim um 
'ailing Time 92.9304 (Insufficient) 0 282.44 
;r Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Jmber Waiting 1.8380 (Insufficient) 0 6.0000 
lntil Order Completed Filler. Queue 
Average Half Width 
ailing Time 0.5000 (Insufficient) 0.5000 0.5000 
'.':_ ____________________ _1\verage _____ Ha_!:f_'!\/idth Minimum Maximum 
----''-'· ·-------·--·-
Jmber Waiting 0.00451389 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
!n!il Order Completed. Queue 
Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
ailing Time 3.3973 (Insufficient) 3.3249 5.2081 
;r Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
JmberWaiting 0.06133998 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
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tion 1 Start Time 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
·ce Detail Summary 
---- -------·---·-----···-------·---
lnst Uti! Num BusJl Num Sched Num Seized Sched Uti! 
!r2 0.49 0.49 1.00 42,639.00 0.49 
ll.uthoriz 1.00 1.00 1.00 27.00 1.00 
lQ 0.08 0.08 1.00 3,552.00 0.08 
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~r2 Resource 
e Value 
>tal Number Seized 42,639.00 
:heduled Utilization 0.4935 
umber Scheduled 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
umber Busy 0.4935 0.002669433 0 1.0000 
stantaneous Utilization 0.4935 0.002669433 0 1.0000 
~uthorization 
e Value 
>tal Number Seized 27.0000 
:heduled Utilization 0.9992 
umber Scheduled 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
umber Busy 0.9992 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
stantaneous Utilization 0.9992 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
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~- Value 
>tal Number Seized 3,552.00 
:heduled Utilization 0.08222222 
umber Scheduled 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
umber Busy 0.08222222 0.000495347 0 1.0000 
stantaneous Utilization 0.08222222 0.000495347 0 1.0000 
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tion 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
Tank 
ll __ _0verage _________ Half Width Minimum Maximum 
·--- ··-----·---
~vel 92.0427 (Correlated) 0 100.00 
:1 Quantity Added Value 
---·--
rtal Quantity Added 51,606.64 
I Quantiti: Removed Value 
>tal Quantity Removed 51,506.64 
Tank 
~I Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
~vel 211.42 3.09650 0 500.00 
I Quantity Added Value 
rtal Quantity Added 57,310.48 
I Quantity R~:!!f10ved Value 
rtal Quantity Removed 57,306.64 
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· Soap Batch Process 
ations: 1 Time Units: 
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· Soap Batch Process 
ations: 1 Tlme Units: Minutes 
ty Area (Level 000) 
tmulated Cost 


























Page 7 of 16 
Soap Batch Process 
:J:tions: Time Units: Minutes 
ne Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
>tile 0.4333 0.000000000 0.4333 0.4333 
·ime Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
>ttle 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
'ime Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
>tile 2.2000 0. 000000000 2.2000 2.2000 
er Time Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
>ttle 5.5167 (Correlated) 5.5167 5.5167 
Time Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
---
>tile 0.2000 (Correlated) 0.2000 0.2000 
"ime Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
----- -------------·------·-····---
>tile 1.0167 0.000000000 1.0167 1.0167 
st Minimum Maximum 
.A.verage Half Width Value Value 
>tile 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
:os! Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
>tile 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
:ost Minimum Maximum 
Average Half \IVidth Value Value 
>ttle 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
~ost Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
•tile 0.00 0. 000000000 0.00 0.00 
er Cost Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
'tile 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
Page 8 of 16 
Soap Batch Process 
3tions: 1 Time Units: Minutes 
:osl fv1inimum Maximum 
Average Ha!fWidth Value Value 



















.A.verage Half Width Value Value 
1.9999 (Insufficient) 0.00 2.0000 
1ttle 30.2462 0.096877646 0.00 37.0000 
Page 9 of 16 
· Soap Batch Process 
3tions: 1 Time Units: Minutes 
ss 
! per Entity 
ne Per Entity Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
0.03333333 (Correlated) 0.03333333 0.03333333 
Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
·;me Per Entity 
X 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
~ime Per Entity 












st Per Entity Minimum Maximum 
Average Ha!f\iVidth Value Value 
X 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
:ost Per Entity Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
X 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
:ost Per Entity Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
X 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
1mulated Cost 
1 VA Cost 
Value 
X 0.00 
Page 10 of 16 
· Soap Batch Process 
ations: 1 Time Units: Minutes 
ss 
tmulated Cost 
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Soap Batch Process 
3.tions: 1 Time Units: Minutes 
gTime Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
•dients Added.Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
:o Box.Queue 0.1833 (Correlated) 0.00 0.3667 
.x.Queue 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
apper2. Queue 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
iller2Tank 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0.00 0.00000000 
or. Queue 
'rderAuthorization.Queue 249.17 (Insufficient) 0.00 825.50 
1til Order Completed 0.5000 (Insufficient) 0.5000 0.5000 
Jeue 
11il Order 5.2081 (Insufficient) 5.2081 5.2081 
ted.Queue 
g Cost Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
•dients Added.Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
.o Box. Queue 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
x.Queue 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
apper2.Queue 0.00 0. 000000000 0.00 0.00 
iller2Tank 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
or. Queue 
rderAuthorization.Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
til Order Completed 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
1eue 
til Order 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
ted.Queue 
r 
or Waiting Minimum Maximum 
Average Ha!fWidth Value Value 
dients Added. Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 3.0000 
o Box.Queue 5.4715 0.022299052 0.00 12.0000 
x.Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
apper2.Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
ller2Tank 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0.00 1.0000 
or. Queue 
rderAuthorization.Queue 2.1026 (Insufficient) 0.00 5.0000 
til Order Completed 0.00381944 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
1eue 
til Order 0.03978408 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
ted.Queue 
Page 12 of 16 
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_____________ ,;:.::~~::::·,;.:.:;...:;;: __ ::_:...:_;.~ ~--------------~--····"-'''-
-,---=--c-:::-----------------· 
· Soap Batch Process 
::~tions: 1 Time Units: Minutes 
1rce 
Je 
taneous Utilization Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
2 Resource 0.4975 0.001768497 0.00 1.0000 
.rthorization 0.9998 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
1 Resource 0.08289352 0.000358490 0.00 1.0000 
er Busy Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
2 Resource 0.4975 0.001768497 0.00 1.0000 
Jthorization 0.9998 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
1 Resource 0.08289352 0.000358490 0.00 1.0000 
er Scheduled Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
2 Resource 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
Jthorization 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
1 Resource 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
uled Utilization 
Value 
2 Resource 0.4975 
Jthorization 0.9998 
1 Resource 0.08289352 
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of 16 
• -•-v••o.., "' ........ -..... ,.-- !.•.n.~v .. '0, LV"-·~-- -----~...:::..:.::.;:'?,~~;:;.:.:.;,;;,:.:~~~--~ ..~~~-.. --.---~-~::~:...:~;~~~.~ 
···-----·--Soap Batch Process 
:Jtions: 1 Time Umts· Minutes 
fl 
r 
er Entities Transferring Minimum Maximum 
AveragE"~ Half Width Value Value 
2Station 4.9757 0.016971551 0.00 6.0000 
>cation1 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 1.0000 
>cation2 1.0000 0.000000000 0.00 2.0000 
>cation3 1.0000 (Correlated) 0.00 2.0000 
>cation4 1.0000 (Correlated) 0.00 2.0000 
>cation5 0.9999 (Correlated) 0.00 2.0000 
>cation6 0.9999 (Correlated) 0.00 2.0000 
tation 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
2Station 3.4826 0.012685319 0.00 4.0000 
Station 4.9747 0.019107574 0.00 6.0000 
~rStation 0.2901 0.001236360 0.00 1.0000 
Page 15 of 16 
Vey 28, 2009 
Soap Batch Process 
:~tions: 1 Time Units: Minutes 
Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
mk 96.0279 1.16554 0.00 100.00 
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· Soap Batch Process 
lication 1 Start Time: 0 00 Stop Time: 
r Detail Summary 
-··-··----·· 
NVATime Other Time Total Time 
Bottle 0.00 0.20 1.02 


















1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
Transfer Time VA Time 
5.52 0.43 
5.52 0.43 
Transfer Cost VA Cost 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 





















N!ay 28, 20t 
Replications: 1 
1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
0.00 2.0000 
Page 2 of 3 
Entities May .20( 
ication 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
fill Bottle 
:!_me ·-··-·-·--·------·------~yerag<:_ _______ Half Wldth -··-··· Minimum Maximum ·-·-----~--~-----·-----.. 
Total Time 1.0167 0.000000000 1.0167 1.0167 
NVATime 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
VA Time 0.4333 0.000000000 0.4333 0.4333 
Wait Time 2.2000 0.000000000 2.2000 2.2000 
Transfer Time 5.5167 (Correlated) 5.5167 5.5167 
Other Time 0.2000 (Correlated) 0.2000 0.2000 
~ost Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
-··---- ----------
Other Cost 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
Total Cost 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
Transfer Cost 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
VA Cost 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
Wait Cost 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
NVACost 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
)!her Value 
Number In 46,580 
WIP 30.2462 0.096877646 0.00 37.0000 
Number Out 46,553 
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· Soap Batch Process 
ication 1 
:ess Detail Summary 






























1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
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' Soap Batch Process 
ication 1 
Box 
me per Entity 
fA Time Per Entity 
"otal Time Per Entity 
IIJait Time Per Entity 
;cumulated Time 
"otal Accum Time 
\ccum VA Time 
1ccum Wait Time 
Jst per Entity 
Vait Cost Per Entity 
'A Cost Per Entity 
'otal Cost Per Entity 
~cumulated Cost 
'otal Accum Cost 
.ccum Wait Cost 
































May 2.8, .20( 
Replications: 1 
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~ 2~C ------~-~-------~r~L'}e~~s-"'----··-----·--· --·---~.,.,,_,,,~,,,,,.~,,", 
· Soap Batch Process Replications: 
ication 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
eue Detail Summary 
ne 
--------- ·------------------------ ·---·------"""""'"-''"'""'" 
!Ingredients Added. Queue 
1ck into Box.Queue 
•al Box. Queue 
!ize Capper2.Queue 
•ize Filler2Tank Regulator.Queue 
!ize OrderAuthorization.Queue 
ait Until Order Completed Filler.Queue 
a it Until Order Completed.Queue 
>St 
• Ingredients Added. Queue 
1ck into Box. Queue 
>al Box. Queue 
>ize Capper2.Queue 
>ize Filler2Tank Regulator.Queue 
>ize OrderAuthorization.Queue 
ait Until Order Completed Filler.Queue 
ail Until Order Completed.Queue 
her 
Ingredients Added.Queue 
tck into Box. Queue 
~I Box.Queue 
:ize Capper2.Queue 
:ize Filler2Tank Regulator. Queue 
•ize OrderAuthorization.Queue 
~it Until Order Completed Filler. Queue 





























Page of 4 
Soap Batch Process Rep!!cations: 1 
ication 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Tfme: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
Ingredients Added. Queue 
'ime 
Waiting Time 0 (Insufficient) 0 0 
:ost 
·'--------
Waiting Cost 0 (Insufficient) 0 0 
lther A.:.:v.::e:.:ra:;zg.:.e ----- Half W0..::ia::.:'th..::._ __ Minimum Maximum 
Number Waiting 0 (Insufficient) 0 3.0000 
:k into Box. Queue 
ime Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Waiting Time 0.1833 (Correlated) 0 0.3667 
Waiting Cost 0 0.000000000 0 0 
lther Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
---
Number Waiting 5.4715 0.022299052 0 12.0000 
11 Box.Queue 
Waiting Time 0 0.000000000 0 0 
Waiting Cost 0 0.000000000 0 0 
lther Average HalfWidth Minimum Maximum 
---------------·-·-00--~ 
Number Waiting 0 (Insufficient) 0 0 
Page 2 of 4 
Queu~ Vey 
'""""'""""""'"""""~'"""'"""'-~""~""""""""""""=_..,~~--,, __ ,_""""""""""""'~""""""""'"~--=<»"""""""""""""""'~--"'""""""""'""""""""'""""'''"~'-''-''""''"'' 
·";>;ir 
"'·- -~- ~ 
· Soap Batch Process Replications: 1 
ication 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
ze Capper2.Queue 
·;me Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
----------~--------~·,.-·~--~·-·· 
Waiting Time 0 0.000000000 0 0 
:ost Average Half Width Minimurn Maximum 
-------------------·--· ·--------~--~·-~·---~··~n·~·~~ 
Waiting Cost 0 0.000000000 0 ~ u 
)ther Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
-·------
Number Waiting 0 (Insufficient) 0 0 
ze Fi!ler2Tank Regulator. Queue 
·ime Average Half Width Minimum Maxim urn . 
. 
Waiting Time 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0 0.00000000 
:ost Ave~age Half Width Minimum Maximum 
-----------------· '"~----- -------------.-"'-··-·-·-·····--
Waiting Cost 0 0.000000000 0 0 
Number Waiting 0.00000000 {Correlated) 0 1.0000 
ze OrderAuthorization.Queue 
"ime Average HalfWidth Minimum Maximum 
---· .. ·----------···-·-··------------~····-~··---·-~""""""_"_ 
Waiting Time 249.17 (Insufficient) 0 825.50 
~ost Half Width Minimum Maxirnurn 
Waiting Cost 0 {Insufficient) 0 0 
>ther Average Half\/Vidth Minimum Maximum 
Number Waiting 2.1026 (Insufficient) 0 5.0000 
Page 3 of 4 
Queues 
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· Soap Batch Process Replications: 1 
ication 1 Start Time: 000 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
it Until Order Completed Filler. Queue 
"ime Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Waiting Time 0.5000 (Insufficient) 0.5000 0.5000 
Half Width Minimum Maximum 
--~·-·---
(Insufficient) 0 -~ w Waiting Cost 0 
lther Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
·-~-----·--·-
Number Waiting 0.00381944 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
it Until Order Completed.Queue 
ime Average Half Width Minimum_:._ ___ Maximum 
Waiting Time 5.2081 (Insufficient) 5.2081 5.2081 
:ost Average HalfWidth Minimum Maximum 
------·---··-~<---------·-·-·------------·---------·--
\Nailing Cost 0 (Insufficient) 0 0 
Hher ________________________ Average HalfVVidth Minimum Maximum 
--·-----------·---·-----------·---· 
Number Waiting 0.03978408 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
Page 4 of 4 
Resources May 28, 20C 
Soap Batch Process Replications: 1 
cation 1 Start Time· 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
:>urce Detail Summary 
ge 
lnst Util Ilium Bus:,- Num Sched Num Seized Sched Util 
1pper2 0.50 0.50 1.00 42,988.00 0.50 
derAuthoriz 1.00 1.00 1.00 12.00 1.00 
eking 0.08 0.08 1.00 3,581.00 0.08 
t 
Bus:,- Cost Idle Cost Usage Cost 
>er2 Resource 0.00 0.00 0.00 
>rAuthorization 0.00 0.00 0.00 
:ing Resource 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Page 1 of 3 
Resources IViay 28, 20C 
------------- _________________ , __ 
Soap Batch Process Replications: 1 
cation 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop T!me: 1,440.00 Time UnJts: Minutes 
Jper2 Resource 
J_S_<l_)l~---~ Half Width M\nimurn Maximum "''""""""'"-"'"~--"~·-·-··~--·~··---·-'-·-· -~"-""""~·-···-----~ 
Instantaneous Utilization 0.4975 0.001768497 0 1.0000 
Number Busy 0.4975 0.001768497 0 1.0000 
Number Scheduled 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
Total Number Seized 42,988.00 
Scheduled Utilization 0.4975 
:ost Value 
Usage Cost 0 
Busy Cost 0 
Idle Cost 0 
lerAuthorization 
Value 
Total Number Seized 12.0000 
Instantaneous Utilization 0.9998 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
Number Busy 0.9998 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
Scheduled Utilization 0.9998 
Number Scheduled 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
~ost Value 
Busy Cost 0 
Idle Cost 0 
Usage Cost 0 
Page 2 of 3 
Soap Batch Process 



























iV'ay 28, 2DC 
Replications: 1 












Soap Batch Process 
cation 1 Start Time: 










Total Quantity Added 
30539.04 
30619.58 
tl Quantity Removed 
'2Tank 
1gTank 
Total Quantitv Removed 
30439.04 
30539.04 
May 28, 20C 
Replications: 1 
0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
Page 1 of 2 
Soap Batch Process 
cation 1 Start Time· 0.00 
.eve! 
Level 96.0279 
'otal Quantity f:..:.:dc::d.;:.ed"-__________ V_alue 
Total Quantity Added 
·otal Quantity Removed 
Total Quantity Removed 
ingTank 
Level 
otal Quantity Added 
Total Quantity Added 
otal Quantity Removed 









May 28. 20C 
Replications: 1 
Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
HalfW1dth Minimum Maximum 
1.16554 0 100.00 
Half Width Minimum Maximum 
(Correlated) 0 500.00 










Time Units: Minutes 
Key Performance Indicators 
Average 
3,273 
lename: C:\Program Files \Rockwell Soflware\Arena 1 0.0\Examples\FiowProcess\Supe Page 1 
June 3, 2009 
of 12 
'M 
Soap Batch Process 
Time Units: 



































0.000 L_ ___________ _ 
JVA Time 
Value 
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~'M~. --------~~"~~egory Overview 
Soap Batch Process 
ions: 1 Time Units: Minutes 
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_'M_I _________ C,a!egory Overview 
Soap Batch Process 
ions: 1 Time Units: 
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_'M_. --------~!tegory Overview 
~oap Batch Process 
ons: 1 Time Units: 


































00.000 -..~~.. _________ _ 
0.000 "' 
·ilename: C:\Program Files\Rockwell Software\Arena 10.0\Examples\FiowProcess\Supe Page 















Category Overview June 3, 2009 
-----------·---· Soap Batch Process 
OilS: 1 Time Units: Minutes 
Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
~---~----~--~-
le 0.4333 0. 000000000 0.4333 0.4333 
18 Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
le 0.00 0. 000000000 0.00 0.00 
1e Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
·~--
le 2.2000 0.000000001 2.2000 2.2000 
Time Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
le 5.5167 (Correlated) 5.5167 5.5167 
me Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
le 0.2000 (Correlated) 0.2000 0.2000 
ne Minfmum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 









JO.OOO Iii Entity 1 





ilename: C:\Program Files \Rockwell Soflware\Arena 1 0.0\Examples\FiowProcess\Supe Page 6 of 12 
June 3. 2009 
·-} 
• 






Average Half Width Value Value 
1.9999 (Insufficient) 0.00 2.0000 
le 27.5624 (Correlated) 0.00 37.0000 
ilename: C:\Program Files \Rockwell Software \Arena 1 0.0\Examples\FiowProcess\Supe Page 7 of 12 
'M Category Overview June 3, 2009 
Soap Batch Process 
ions: 1 Time Units: Minutes 
s 
>er Entity 
'Per Entity Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
----0.03333333 (Correlated) 0.03333333 0.03333333 
Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
1e Per Entity 
0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
Min! mum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
ne Per Entity 














lename: C:\Program Files\Rockwell Soflware\Arena 10.0\Examples\FiowProcess\Supe Page 8 of 12 
'M Category Overview June 3, 2009 
Soap Batch Process 
ions: 1 Time Units: Minutes 
Time Minimum Maximum 
Average Half \Nidth Value Value 
ients Added.Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
Box. Queue 0.1833 (Correlated) 0.00 0.3667 
Queue 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
Jpei2.Queue 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
li2Tank 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0.00 0.00000000 
·.Queue 
lerAuthorization.Queue 163.79 (Insufficient) 0.00 289.13 
Order Completed 0.5000 (Insufficient) 0.5000 0.5000 
ue 
Order 5.2081 (Insufficient) 5.2081 5.2081 
d.Queue 
Waiting Minimum Maximum 
Average HalfVVidth Value Value 
·-----·---ients Added.Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 3.0000 
Box. Queue 4.8904 (Correlated) 0.00 12.0000 
Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
Jpei2.Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
li2Tank 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0.00 1.0000 
·.Queue 
lerAuthorization. Queue 2.7299 (Insufficient) 0.00 6.0000 
Order Completed 0.00208333 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
ue 
Order 0.08680163 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
d.Queue 
ilename: C:\Program Files \Rockwell Software \Arena 1 0.0\Examples\FiowProcess\Supe Page 9 of 12 
_'M_. --------~egory Overview 
Soap Batch Process 
ions: 1 Time Units: Minutes 
·ce 
neous Utilization Minimum Maximum 
l'.verage Half Width Value Value 
Resource 0.4446 (Correlated) 0.00 1.0000 
1orization 0.8987 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
~esource 0.07409722 (Correlated) 0.00 1.0000 
Busy Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
Resource 0.4446 (Correlated) 0.00 1.0000 
1orization 0.8987 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
~esource 0.07409722 (Correlated) 0.00 1.0000 
Scheduled Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
Resource 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
1orization 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 












ilename: C:\Program Files\Rockwell Software\Arena 10.0\Examples\FiowProcess\Supe Page 
June 3, 2009 
a Capper2 Resource 
m OrderAuthorization 
D Packing Resource 
10 of 12 
_·M_. _________ Category Overview June ~1, 200fJ 
Soap Batch Process 









































Half Width Value Value 
-·--· (Correlated) 0.00 6.0000 
0.000000000 0.00 1.0000 
0 '000000000 0.00 2.0000 
(Correlated) 0.00 2.0000 
(Correlated) 0.00 2.0000 
(Correlated) 0.00 2.0000 
(Correlated) 0.00 2.0000 
(Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
(Correlated) 0.00 4.0000 
(Correlated) 0.00 6.0000 
(Correlated) 0.00 1.0000 
'ilename: C:\Program Files\Rockwell Software\Arena 10.0\Examples\FiowProcess\Supe Page 
Iii! Capper2 Resource 
l!lil OrderAuthorization 
D Packing Resource 
11 of 12 
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:>oap Batch Process 
























June 3, 2009 
Replications: 1 ' '] 




























June 3, 2009 
Replications: 1 J 
1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
0.00 2.0000 
ilename: C:\Program Files \Rockwell Software \Arena 1 0.0\Examples\FiowProcess\Supe Page 2 of 3 
'M Entities June 3, 2009 
~?ap Batch Process Replications: 1 :J 
:;ation 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
I Bottle 
18 Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
. 
"ransfer Time 5.5167 (Correlated) 5.5167 5.5167 
NaitTime 2.2000 0.000000001 2.2000 2.2000 
Ictal Time 1.0167 0.000000000 1.0167 1.0167 
lA Time 0.4333 0.000000000 0.4333 0.4333 
)therTime 0.2000 (Correlated) 0.2000 0.2000 
NATime 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
1er Value 
-----·------~~~. -
Jumber In 41,618 
Jumber Out 41,613 
NIP 27.5624 (Correlated) 0.00 37.0000 
ilename: C:\Program Files \Rockwell Software \Arena 1 0.0\Examples\FiowProcess\Supe Page 3 of 3 
M 
Soap Batch Process 
;ation 1 Start Time: 














Number In Number Out 
•X 3,201.00 3,201.00 
Processes 
0.00 Stop Time: 
Wait Time 
0.00 
June 3: 2009 
Replications:1~-J 
1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
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'M 
Soap Batch Process 
;ation 1 
3ox 
e per Entity 
. Time Per Entity 
tal Time Per Entity 
lit Time Per Entity 
Start Time: 
Processes 









umulated Time Value ~-------------~~~--------· 
cum VA Time 






Value :....:.._ _ _ 
3,201 
3,201 
June 3, 2009 
Replications: 1 
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M 
Soap Batch Process 
rnz mw 
:ation 1 Start Time: 
Hl! Detail Summary 
e 
1gredients Added.Queue 
k into Box. Queue 
I Box. Queue 
:e Capper2.Queue 
:e Filler2Tank Regulator. Queue 
:e OrderAuthorization.Queue 
t Until Order Completed Filler. Queue 
t Until Order Completed.Queue 
er 
ngredients Added. Queue 
k into Box. Queue 
I Box. Queue 
:e Capper2.Queue 
:e Filler2Tank Regulator. Queue 
:e OrderAuthorization.Queue 
t Until Order Completed Filler. Queue 
t Until Order Completed.Queue 
Queues 



















June 3, 2009 
Replications: ~ 
1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
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Queues June 3, 2009 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------, Soap Batch Process Replications: 1 1 
:ation 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
1gredients Added Queue ) 
Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
··--~~ 
Naiting Time 0 (Insufficient) 0 0 
1er ---~A~ve::!r!!ag~e::.._ ______ _;Half Width Minimum Maximum 
~umber Waiting 0 (Insufficient) 0 3.0000 
: into Box. Queue 
Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Naiting Time 0.1833 (Correlated) 0 0.3667 
1er Average::.._ ____ .c.H2!:a~lf Wi:~l~dt~hc_ _____ M~i n'.!!im!!ue.:m!!-___ .--!1M.:.:a~x!!:im'!:u:!:mcc_ 
~umber Waiting 4.8904 (Correlated) 0 12.0000 
Box. Queue I 
le Average Half Width ---~M~~in~im.!.:u~rr.!.:r _____ M_ax_in:!u_m __ 
'Vaiting Time 0 0.000000000 0 0 
1er Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Jumber Waiting 0 (Insufficient) 0 0 
~ Capper2.Queue 
le Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
'Vaiting Time 0 0.000000000 0 0 
1er Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
lumber Waiting 0 (Insufficient) 0 0 
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'M Queues June 3, 2009 
Soap Batch Process Replications: 1 
;ation 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
e Filler2Tank Regulator. Queue I ... 
ne• Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Nailing Time 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0 0.00000000 
her Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
IJUimber Waiting 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0 1.0000 
e Order Authorization. Queue I ... 
ne~ Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
i/Vaiting Time 163.79 (Insufficient) 0 289.13 
her Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Number Waiting 2.7299 (I nsuffi ci ent) 0 6.0000 
• Until Order Completed Filler. Queue I ... 
TIE) Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
i/Vaiting Time 0.5000 (Insufficient) 0.5000 0.5000 
hE1f Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Number Waiting 0.00208333 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
• Until Order Completed. Queue I ... 
ne Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
----
i/Vaiting Time 5.2081 (Insufficient) 5.2081 5.2081 
he~r Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Number Waiting 0.08680163 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
~ilename: C:\Program Files \Rockwell Software \Arena 1 0.0\Examples\FiowProcess\Supe Page 3 of 3 
'M Resources ,lune 3, 2009 
Soap Batch Process Replications: 1 :J 
:ation 1 Start T1me: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
Jrce Detail Summary 
a 
lnst Uti! Num Bus~ tlll!ll Sched tjym Seized Sched Util 
Jer2 0.44 0.44 1.00 38,412.00 0.44 
'rAuthoriz 0.90 0.90 1.00 24.00 0.90 
~ing 0.07 0.07 1.00 3,201.00 0.07 
ename: C:\Program Files \Rockwell Software\Arena 1 0.0\Examples\FiowProcess\Supe Page 1 of 2 
'M Resources June 3, 2009 
- --·1 Soap Batch Process Replications: 1 I 
:ation 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
)er2 Resource I 
age Value 
rota! Number Seized 38,412.00 
)cheduled Utilization 0.4446 
~umber Scheduled 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
~umber Busy 0.4446 (Correlated) 0 1.0000 
nstantaneous Utilization 0.4446 (Correlated) 0 1.0000 
r Authorization I 
§!g_e _______ Value 
-~---· 
-otal Number Seized 24.0000 
)cheduled Utilization 0.8987 
Jumber Scheduled 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
Jumber Busy 0.8987 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
nstantaneous Utilization 0.8987 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
ing Resource I 
~~ Value 
"otal Number Seized 3,201.00 
>cheduled Utilization 0.07409722 
Jumber Scheduled 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
lumber Busy 0.07409722 (Correlated) 0 1.0000 
1stantaneous Utilization 0.07409722 (Correlated) 0 1.0000 
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M 
>oap Batch Process 














Total Quantity Removed 
iank 28995.70 
rank 36195.70 
Tanks June 3, 2009 
Replications: 1 ':J 
0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
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'M Tanks ,lune 3, 2009 
)oap Batch Process Replications: 1 :J 
ation 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
2Tank 
1el Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
.eve! 84.3731 (Correlated) 0 100.00 
al Quantity Added Value 
'otal Quantity Added 28,995.70 
al Quantity Removed Value 
·otal Quantity Removed 28,995.70 
gTank 
Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
eve! 193.29 (Correlated) 0 500.00 
al Quantity Added Value 
otal Quantity Added 36,195.70 
§31 Quantity Removed Value 
otal Quantity Removed 36,195.70 
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Time Units: Minutes 
Key Performance Indicators 
Average 
1,825 
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'M Category Overview 
Soap Batch Process 
1ons: 1 Time Units: Minutes 


























































0.000 ~-------------------------------------------L~~L_ __ _J 
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Category Overview June 3, 2009 
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Soap Batch Process 
ions: 1 Time Units: Minutes 























































































Half \Nidth Value Value 
0. 000000000 0.4333 0.4333 
Minimum Maximum 
Half Width Value Value 
0. 000000000 0.00 0.00 
Minimum Maximum 
Half Width Value Value 
0. 000000000 2.2000 2.2000 
Minimum Maximum 
Half Width Value Value 
(Correlated) 5.5167 5.5167 
Minimum Maximum 
Half Width Value Value 
(Correlated) 0.2000 0.2000 
Minimum Maximum 
Half Width Value Value 
0. 000000000 1.0167 1.0167 
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J 
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'M Category Overview June 3, 2009 
)oap Batch Process 






Average Half Width Value Value 
1.9999 (Insufficient) 0.00 2.0000 
le 17.5252 (Correlated) 0.00 37.0000 
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M Category Overview June 3, 2009 
)oap Batch Process J 
ons: 1 Time Units: Minutes 
s 
,er Entity 
Per Entity Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
---<~;-
0.03333333 (Correlated) 0.03333333 0.03333333 
Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
;e Per Entity 
0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
1e Per Entity 
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M Category Overview June 3, 2009 
)oap Batch Process 
ons: 1 Time Units: Minutes 
fime Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
ents Added.Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
Box. Queue 0.1833 (Correlated) 0.00 0.3667 
::lueue 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
1per2.Queue 0.00 0.000000000 0.00 0.00 
1I2Tank 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0.00 0.00000000 
.Queue 
erAuthorization.Queue 116.63 (Insufficient) 0.00 268.74 
Order Completed 0.5000 (Insufficient) 0.5000 0.5000 
ue 
Order 5.2081 (Insufficient) 5.2081 5.2081 
tQueue 
Waiting Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
ents Added.Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 3.0000 
Box. Queue 2.7149 (Correlated) 0.00 12.0000 
:lueue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
'Per2.Queue 0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 0.00 
r2Tank 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0.00 1.0000 
Queue 
erAuthorization. Queue 1.2958 (Insufficient) 0.00 6.0000 
Order Completed 0.00104167 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
Je 
Order 0.05786775 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
I.Queue 
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'M Category Overview 
ons: 1 Time Units: Minutes 
·ce 
1eous Utilization Minimum Maximum 
/We rage Half Width Value Value 
~esource 0.2468 (Correlated) 0.00 1.0000 
10rization 0.4975 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
lesource 0.04113426 (Correlated) 0.00 1.0000 
Busy Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
~esource 0.2468 (Correlated) 0.00 1.0000 
IOrization 0.4975 (Insufficient) 0.00 1.0000 
:esource 0.04113426 (Correlated) 0.00 1.0000 
Scheduled Minimum Maximum 
Average Half Width Value Value 
~esource 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
10rization 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
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mJ OrderAuthorization 
0 Packing Resource 
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'flt1 
Soap Batch Process 
































Average Half Width Value 
2.4681 (Correlated) 0.00 
0.00 0. 000000000 0.00 
1.0000 0.000000000 0.00 
1.0000 (Correlated) 0.00 
1.0000 (Correlated) 0.00 
0.9999 (Correlated) 0.00 
0.9999 (Correlated) 0.00 
0.00 (Insufficient) 0.00 
1.7276 (Correlated) 0.00 
2.4681 (Correlated) 0.00 














June 3, 2009 
Ill Capper2 Resource 
il OtderAuthorizatlon 
0 Packing Resource 
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£oap Batch Process 
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M Entities June 3, 2009 
)oap Batch Process Replications: 1 .] 
:ation 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 








1.9999 (Insufficient) 0.00 



















0.00 Stop Time: 











June 3, 2009 
Replications: 1 ] 
u 111 
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;ation 1 Start Time: 



















0.00 Stop Time: 
Wait Time 
0.00 
June 3, 2009 
Replications: 1 ~-] 
111 i 
1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
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M 
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:ation 1 
~ox 
3 per Entity 
Time Per Entity 
:al Time Per Entity 
lit Time Per Entity 
Jmulated Time 
~urn VA Time 
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Replications: 1 ] 
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M 
Soap Batch Process 
:ation 1 Start Time: 
1e Detail Summary 
1gredients Added.Queue 
'into Box. Queue 
Box. Queue 
e Capper2.Queue 
e Filler2Tank Regulator. Queue 
e OrderAuthorization.Queue 
Until Order Completed Filler. Queue 
Until Order Completed.Queue 
1gredients Added.Queue 
' into Box.Queue 
Box. Queue 
e Capper2.Queue 
e Filler2Tank Regulator. Queue 
e OrderAuthorization.Queue 
Until Order Completed Filler.Queue 
Until Order Completed.Queue 
Queues 



















June 3, 2009 
Replications: 1 '] 
1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
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M Queues June 3, 2009 
)oap Batch Process Replications: 1 J 
~~~~- ----~-~-- -----~--------
:ation 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
gredients Added. Queue ) 
Je Averalle Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Vaiting Time 0 (Insufficient) 0 0 
1er Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
lumber Waiting 0 (Insufficient) 0 3.0000 
into Box.Queue I 
Je Avera1:1e Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Vaiting Time 0.1833 (Correlated) 0 0.3667 
1er Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
lumber Waiting 2.7149 (Correlated) 0 12.0000 
Box. Queue I 
Je Avera~Je Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Vaiting Time 0 0.000000000 0 0 
1er Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
-
lumber Waiting 0 (Insufficient) 0 0 
l Capper2. Queue J 
Je Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Vaiting Time 0 0.000000000 0 0 
1er Avera9e Half Width Minimum Maximum 
lumber Waiting 0 (Insufficient) 0 0 
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M Queues June 3, 2009 
)oap Batch Process Replications: !~:J 
:ation 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
l Filler2Tank Regulator. Queue I 
1e Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Vaiting Time 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0 0.00000000 
1er Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
lumber Waiting 0.00000000 (Correlated) 0 1.0000 
1 OrderAuthorization.Queue I 
1e Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Vaiting Time 116.63 (Insufficient) 0 268,74 
1er Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
lumber Waiting 1.2958 (Insufficient) 0 6.0000 
Until Order Completed Filler. Queue i 
1e Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Vaiting Time 0.5000 (Insufficient) 0.5000 0.5000 
ler Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
lumber Waiting 0.00104167 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
Until Order Completed. Queue i 
1e Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
Vaiting Time 5.2081 (Insufficient) 5.2081 5.2081 
1er Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
lumber Waiting 0.05786775 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
lena me: C:\Program Files \Rockwell Software \Arena 1 0.0\Examples\FiowProcess\Supe Page 3 of 3 
M Resources June 3, 2.00fl 
)oap Batch Process Replications: 1 ~ ] 
ation 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
uce Detail Summary 
~ 
lnst Util Num Bus~ Num Sched Num Seized Sched Util 
)er2 0.25 0.25 1.00 21,324.00 0.25 
orAuthoriz 0.50 0.50 1.00 16.00 0.50 
;ing 0.04 0.04 1.00 1,777.00 0.04 
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M Resources June 3, 2009 
)oap Batch Process Replications: 1 ] 
ation 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
1er2 Resource I 
396 Value 
·otal Number Seized 21,324.00 
>cheduled Utilization 0.2468 
lumber Scheduled 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
lumber Busy 0.2468 (Correlated) 0 1.0000 
1stantaneous Utilization 0.2468 (Correlated) 0 1.0000 
r Authorization I 
age Value 
'otal Number Seized 16.0000 
)cheduled Utilization 0.4975 
lumber Scheduled 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
lumber Busy 0.4975 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
1stantaneous Utilization 0.4975 (Insufficient) 0 1.0000 
ing Resource I 
age Value 
-~-~~-~ 
'otal Number Seized 1,777.00 
>cheduled Utilization 0.04113426 
lumber Scheduled 1.0000 (Insufficient) 1.0000 1.0000 
lumber Busy 0.04113426 (Correlated) 0 1.0000 
1stantaneous Utilization 0.04113426 (Correlated) 0 1.0000 
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Total Quantity Removed 
rank 16397.39 
Tank 21597.39 
Tanks June 3 1 2009 
Replications: 1 J 
0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
lename: C:\Program Files \Rockwell Software \Arena 1 0.0\Examples\FiowProcess\Supe Page 1 of 2 
M Tanks June 3, 2009 
)oap Batch Process Replications: 1 
ation 1 Start Time: 0.00 Stop Time: 1,440.00 Time Units: Minutes 
2Tank 
•el Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
.eve! 46.5219 (Correlated) 0 100.00 
al Quantity Added Value 
---~-
______ , __ , 
·otal Quantity Added 16,397.39 
al Quanti!~ Removed Value 
·otal Quantity Removed 16,397.39 
1gTank 
•el Average Half Width Minimum Maximum 
.evel 108.06 (Correlated) 0 500.00 
_?I Quanti!~ Added Value 
·otal Quantity Added 21,597.39 
al Quanti!~ Removed Value 
·otal Quantity Removed 21,597.39 
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